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As you can see from the pages reproduced here from our article

originally published in January 1995 to coincide with his retirement,

John Rogers is credited as the founder of the tool and equipment

hire industry. He opened the first tool hire shop, trading as Hire

Technicians Co, on Saturday 12 March 1955.  Over the next 18

years, Hiretech, as the company became known, built up a network

of eight hire branches in the south east of England. 

In the early 1970s, John Rogers’ role in developing this industry 

was of vital importance as he was also involved with the first Hirex

exhibition, the industry’s own magazine, Hire News, and was

responsible for the formation of

Hire Association Europe, becoming

its first Chairman. In the early

1980s, Hiretech also established a

franchise DIY hire operation within

Sainsbury’s new Homebase

operations, reaching 62 outlets at

its peak.

As Hiretech continued its

pioneering journey, in June

1974, it also acquired the tooling

rights to the USA’s Clarke floor

sanders and started

manufacturing the machines it

had distributed for many years.

The company has clearly come

a long way since its first foray

into manufacturing as it has

grown its production capacity

in Watford into what is now

believed to be one of the

largest floor sanding

operations in the western

world.  

Hiretech out of hire

In the summer of 1998,

Hiretech sold its hire activity

in order to concentrate on

the manufacture and

distribution of its floor

sanders and wallpaper

strippers. Its hire depot in Bushes Arches in Watford, originally opened

by John Rogers in April 1962, was acquired by HSS, with Speedy

taking over the Luton premises and the Hemel Hempstead hire fleet

and contracts. By this time, the company was managed by Mark

Rogers, John’s son, who had taken over as Chairman and MD on his

father’s retirement. He states “our future was in manufacturing and we

needed to make a significant investment to increase our production

capacity to meet the demand for floor sanding products. High

demand helped to accelerate our business plan to dispose of our hire

operation. Its sale represented the end of an era after 43 years, but we

have continued to use our hire experience to design and produce

sanders and wallpaper strippers that hire companies want.

Hiretech reaches 50
As Hire Technicians Group Ltd celebrates its 50th anniversary, Robert Aplin updates the
pioneer’s story by charting its move out of hire into manufacturing and distribution world wide.
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“Since 1998, we have focused on inward investment and, in that

year, invested £1.5m in new tooling capable of building equipment to

the exacting standards demanded by hirers. We concentrated on

developing the operational side of the business. We have a bespoke

stock management system that allows us to fulfil in excess of 97%

of orders received from stock the same day. 

“Our level of service is second to none. We are still hiremen at heart

and we understand how hire works. We know that our machines are

hired out at weekends and returned on a Monday or Tuesday. Hirers,

therefore, may need to service machines midweek and, as a result,

our phones start ringing off the hook. We need to be able to supply

parts in time for them to get the units out on hire again for the

following weekend. 

“We are, therefore, supporting our customers’ investment in our

products and helping them to achieve the best possible return on

their investment. Our products are some of the most profitable

within a balanced hire fleet. Since 1998, demand for floor sanding

equipment has quadrupled. Our investment in capacity has enabled

us to have the flexibility to meet this demand.”

In the last 10 years, Hiretech has

established operations in both the

USA and Australia. In America,

the company has serviced a

small, dedicated market. Having

now built sufficient capacity,

Mark Rogers is now ready to

grow the business. “The North

American market represents

both our biggest challenge and

our biggest opportunity. We are

now putting together a

national sales force in the USA

and Canada and, over the

next 10 years, we are looking

to achieve the same market

position in North America

that we have in the UK. We

are making a significant

investment in North America

to achieve our goals. The

product life cycle of floor

sanding equipment is a

minimum of five years and,

typically, longer. The sales

cycle from turning a rental

store from a competitor’s

product to ours is,

therefore, in years, rather

than months.”

Hiretech’s range of floor sanders
are now distributed world-wide.
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Hiretech was selling into Australia and New Zealand through a 

re-seller for many years before setting up Hiretech Pty Ltd with that

re-seller’s salesman in May 1997. Mark Rogers contends that the

company now has a dominant 80% share of the Australian market.

With this expansion in these export markets, including Europe, the

UK domestic market now accounts for 40% of Hiretech’s

production. 90% of this is supplied to the rental market, with

building and maintenance contractors accounting for the balance. 

New abrasives and varnishes

New for the UK from Hiretech is a range of floor sanding abrasives.

“The key is to produce a quality abrasive that allows a machine to

perform to its best. The market has been driven down on price and,

generally, poor quality. It leads to premature wear and tear on the

machine and is like putting a cheap radial tyre on a high

performance car. We are introducing a specially packaged range of

abrasives for the hire industry and they will be available next month.”

In early summer, we can also expect to see from Hiretech a new line

of varnishes and lacquers, developed in partnership with Swedish

producer Bona Kemi, described by Mark Rogers as “one of the

world’s leading manufacturers. These high performance products are

safe and environmentally friendly. The company has a fabulous

reputation within the trade market and we have worked with it to

produce these products for the tool and equipment hire industry. 

“The industry is in its infancy in terms of

realising the potential in consumable sales

and we are confident that these products

will add value to our customers’ ranges.” In

June, we can also expect the new HTW5

wallpaper stripper from Hiretech. It will

feature a new steam plate rail system to

attach the steam plate to the machine and

will be available in a range of up to six

colours. 

All the evidence is that Hiretech, under

Mark Rogers, will be as dynamic as the

company was under his legendary father.

Born in the flat above the original hire shop

in Wembley High Road, Mark’s playground

was the hire yard and he has developed a

similar affinity with the industry that his

father founded. Now operating as a

manufacturer and distributor to the world

wide hire market, his Hiretech seems set to

play as important a role in shaping the

industry’s future as his father did all those

years ago. •

01923 252230

www.hiretech.biz
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John Rogers’ board presentation, dated 28 March 1955, arguing the case to invest £60 in new hire fleet equipment.

Hiretech is launching a new wallpaper stripper in June.
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